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For a Rational City Information & Communication Policy
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May 28, 2003

Community Boards provide the grassroots platform for engaging the expertise, energy, and enthusiasm of residents to shape their government and empower the communities they serve. 

Chapter 70 details 21 areas of responsibility for the city’s 59 Community Boards. The first is to “Consider the needs of the district which it serves,”  an elastic clause that allows the Boards to address whatever issue our communities want us to. In 20 subsequent paragraphs, the Charter presents the Boards’ duty to facilitate communication, and to report, review, and recommend on the breadth of human concerns.

However, feeble local communication channels severely limits the ability of the Community Boards to fulfill their Charter mandates.
 
In an effort to create a new communications channel for our community, my Board recently opened a website for its members, staff, and the community. The site has a community calendar, full publishing capabilities, file server, forums – most of the latest bells and whistles. The address is www.community-boards.wego.net. Not a particularly memorable name. And that’s the reason I’m here today, to explain why we have a lame name and how charter revision can fix it.

Our city suffers from not having a mechanism for creating information and communication policy. I’ll address the domain name issue today, but there are others, like police – fire communications that are life and death issues. 

But let’s take a quick look at domain dames – the .coms, .govs., .orgs that increasingly rule our lives.

In New York City,

The mayor’s office has a pretty good name	www.nyc.gov.
The city council’s is				www.council.nyc.ny.us
The comptroller’s is				www.comptroller.nyc.gov
The Public Advocate’s is 			pubadvocate.nyc.gov, without the www.
The Queens Borough President’s is 		www.queensbp.org , no www.
Bronx BP’s					bronxboropres.nyc.gov, no www.
Brooklyn BP’s					www.brooklyn-usa.org
Staten Island BP’s 				statenislandusa.com,  no www.
Manhattan BP’s				www.cvfieldsmbp.org 
The district attorney’s is			manhattanda.org
The community boards are all over the map – some using .org, some .com, .us, .net. But being www.CB3.NYC.gov is not an option for us.  


And while all these city entities are scrambling for a memorable name, no one has bothered to apply for the one we should all be using .NYC. It’s there for the asking but no one is asking. 

Who should be asking? Who should make sense of this? 

Take a look at Chapter 47, paragraph 1061 of the City Charter. There the responsibilities of the Commission on Public Information & Communication are detailed. Domain names clearly fit within its realm. 

I’m here to suggest that you fix COPIC. 

The fix might involve adopting the funding language that makes the Independent Budget Office function so well, just substitute DoITT for OMB and a reasonable percentage, I suggest 5%, for the funding level. See the following for examples.



Independent Budget Office

b. The appropriations available to pay for the expenses of the independent budget office during each fiscal year shall not be less than ten percentum of the appropriations available to pay for the expenses of the office of management and budget during such fiscal year.

 

COPIC

c. The commission shall appoint an executive director, a general counsel and such other officers, employees, and consultants as are necessary to fulfill its duties, within appropriations available therefor.

Additionally, COPIC’s membership needs to be modified. The seat set aside for WNYC Radio is unwarranted at this point. You might consider substituting the Comptroller there. Also, a member from the libraries would be appropriate and helpful, as would one from cable’s public access organizations. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I look forward to voting for a resuscitated COPIC this November.
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